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In Chocolate
Focus: Zak’s
by Eric Battersby

Step inside Zak’s Chocolate in Scottsdale, AZ, and you’ll discover a chocolate
experience unlike any other in the Phoenix area and beyond. Zak’s owners,
Maureen & Jim Elitzak, will see to it personally, and believe me, you won’t leave
disappointed.
The couple, who clearly embrace the concept of high quality chocolate for all,
constructed their unique chocolate empire on the ultra-simple philosophy that
“chocolate should be enjoyed.” That may sound excessively obvious, but when
trying to court non-chocolate connoisseurs into the wonderful world of true
chocolate, this turn of phrase proﬀers a deeper meaning.
Many would-be connoisseurs begin their connoisseur journey via chocolate from a
company with much larger market reach (chocolate makers we cover in our On the
Chocolate Regular column, see Alter Eco last issue) than a boutique like Zak’s.
Maureen and Jim hope to bridge that gap.

“Dark chocolate doesn’t have to be bitter. Chocolates (bonbons,
truﬄes, call them what you will) need not be overly sweet.”

Indeed, they love when a customer asks the smile-inducing question, “Why isn’t
your dark chocolate bitter or chalky?” Therein lies the company’s unique value
proposition to its wanting, chocolate-loving base: Zak’s stands proudly among the
small, but growing number of chocolatiers who actually make 100% of their own
chocolate. Bean-to-bar chocolate maker? Yes. Bean-to-bar chocolatier? Check.
Their commitment to the entire process hits all this home with a chocolate-packed
punch, enabling Zak’s to impress both chocolate connoisseurs and newbies alike.
Maureen and Jim take the extra step of using cacao nibs from the same roast batch
for each single-origin bar they create, then pressing single-origin cocoa butter from
the nibs – of which they add just a touch into the batch itself to enhance mouthfeel.
The husband-wife team also ages their chocolate before crafting each ﬁnal
chocolate masterpiece. The end result of these extra eﬀorts? Zak’s softens the
rough edges sometimes found (and felt) in higher cacao percentage craft
chocolate.

“We like the term Craft Chocolate to describe our hands-on small

batch oﬀerings because it’s broader than bean-to-bar.”
Intrigued by this creative chocolate duo and their two-pronged chocolate
endeavors? Good. Let’s dive in…

Chocolate Beginnings
Growing up in the Northeast, long before a chocolate career ever crossed her mind,
Maureen fondly remembers enjoying chocolate as a child. And no, we’re not talking
a Hershey bar either, as tends to be the childhood prototype for a “ﬁrst chocolate”
moment. Her dad sometimes made candy and fudge at home, a much diﬀerent
beginning than most of us experience. On occasion, he also brought home
packages of seconds from the famous Schraﬀt’s chocolate plant outside Boston.
In stark contrast, yet in a much more common refrain, Jim recalls his earliest
chocolate memory as a giant bag of Halloween candy, albeit with the one prevalent
precursor we ﬁnd in so many eventual chocolate makers – he always traded for the
Hershey’s Special Dark.
He also developed a bit of an obssession to test that favorite catchphrase from the
old M&Ms commercials – “They melt in your mouth, not in your hand!” Always
willing to take on a challenge (or just make a big mess), as a child Jim often sported
rainbow-colored palms from testing that concept. The verdict? Yes, with
persistence, M&Ms could indeed melt in your hand! Take that Mars, Inc.

Fate Steps in at UConn
Both growing up in the Northeast, fate brought these two would-be chocolate
gurus together when they ended up in a freshman English class at the University of
Connecticut, and, coincidentally, were both pursuing careers in Finance (Accounting
majors). Yes, if you’re reading this wondering how on earth Jim and Maureen met in
an English class while both majoring in Accounting, yet wound up married and
making chocolate together… well… you’re not alone.

“Yes, we were both accounting majors, but we met in Freshman
English class about a month into our ﬁrst semester. It’s actually

pretty funny because, for some reason, all the guys sat on one
side of the room and all the girls sat on the other side…
One day Maureen got to class just before it started and the only
seat left was next to me. Then, it turns out that she forgot her
book and so we had to share. That’s how we met.”
That’s one heck of a sweet origin story.

A Keen Attention to Detail
As their college days passed on the baton to the real world, time passed… Jim and
Maureen married… had children… and the chocolate ﬁre slowly kindled. With a
penchant for hobbies and projects that require patience, a keen eye for details, and
great hand-eye coordination to boot, Maureen eventually found her way to
chocolate.
It’s no understatement here on Maureen’s natural skillset, either. In addition to
diving into chocolate (including some basic chocolate making classes back in the
day), she also enjoyed creating porcelain dolls, with hand-painted eyes no less. She
might spend one year completing just one doll. Details.

Schraﬀt’s Chocolate
If Schraﬀt rings a bell, but you just can’t quite place it, perhaps you once saw
them on national televison. In 1968, in an attempt to broaden their customer
base, Schraﬀt’s commissioned a sixty-second television commercial from pop
artist Andy Warhol.
Schraﬀt’s sponsored the 1959 CBS telecast of The Wizard of Oz, the ﬁrst of the
ﬁlm’s annual telecasts (it had been shown once on television in 1956).

PET Milk purchased Schraﬀt’s in 1967, breaking the ice cream, restaurant, and
cake and candy operations into separate companies. Only the ice cream line

survives, having been purchased by the LeSauvage family, owners of several ice
cream labels. The New York-New York Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas features a
Schraﬀt’s Ice Cream parlor.
In March of 1981, Schraﬀt’s candy factory closed its doors forever, citing negative
eﬀects of the then-current economic recession… despite 45 million dollars in
sales the year prior.

Maureen’s choclalatier experimentation began in earnest during the holiday
season, making chocolate for the immediate family, but as her interest in grew, she
dove deeper, eventually taking more advanced chocolate courses. In 2007, she
completed the Ecole Chocolat professional chocolatier program.
Soon she made chocolates for more family and friends over the holidays, pretty
much taking over the kitchen, continuing to use better chocolate, and then seeking
out organic an/or natural ingredients wherever possible. The chocolate writing was
on the wall.
Six years ago, when she discovered organic cacoa beans online, Maureen
convinced Jim to start down the path to a chocolate business, feeling conﬁdent they
could try the processes at home without sending chocolate ﬂying all over the

kitchen.

The Evolution Will Not Be Televised
Before opening Zak’s, Maureen completed another series of Ecole Chocolat
programs, including chocolate making & quality assistance. Jim completed the
Ecole Chocolat professional chocolatier program beforehand too, as the couple
gradually prepared, and worked diligently to master their craft, prior to actually
opening Zak’s.
Maureen also interned with a Master Chocolatier at Sweet Paradise Chocolates in
Maui, and she’s continued to take master classes too, including classes at Cocoa
West Chocolatier Vancouver, the French Pastry School in Chicago with Norman
Love, and with Richard Tango-Lowy of Dancing Lion Chocolates.
As Jim lightheartedly tells it –

“Maureen pretty much taught me everything I know about
chocolate making. She is now a Master Chocolatier… and I’m still
trying to get it right with every batch!”
Note: Jim eventually went from oﬃcial taste tester to primary roaster/chocolate
maker, although every batch is always a joint process of consultation and tasting.
Final decisions are always based on a two-to-zero vote. “It’s not always easy to
achieve, but if we don’t both agree, then we don’t move a batch forward.”
Placing one additional feather in the cap, Jim and Maureen both completed a full
semester of a Wine Studies program at Boston University in 2011 before moving
back to Arizona and opening Zak’s. According to Jim –

“This gave us valuable insight and experience with tasting,
ﬂavors notes and more. It’s all about continuous learning and
ﬁnding new inspiration.”
Finally, before ﬂipping the switch… opening the doors… cutting the ribbon if you

will… Jim and Maureen needed to solve for one very crucial equipment issue – how
to press their own cocoa butter.

“It was important to us that we had the ability to press our own
cocoa butters from day one, to make our own chocolate that we
could then use to make ganache-ﬁlled chocolates, brownies, and
other chocolate ‘stuﬀ’… as well as single-origin bars. That all
needed to be included in our business.
As part of our overall equipment search, Maureen explored
options for cocoa butter pressing, looking for something that
would work for our scale and quality requirements… but she
couldn’t ﬁnd anything online or through the chocolate forums.”

Eventually, with great persistence, Maureen found a US distributor of a German
seed oil press company, located in Washington state. She contacted the distributor
to see if his press might work for cocoa butter, but he initially replied with bad
news – pressing cacao in the same machine simply wouldn’t work.

However, after checking with the equipment manufacturer, he then wrote back
saying that pressing for cacao butter was, in fact, possible.

“We spent six months shipping cacao nibs to Washington, where
he would press them and send back the resulting cocoa butter
and cacao powder he pressed with them, including detailed notes
about each attempt (temperature settings, pressure, speed,
nozzle sizes, fun stuﬀ like that).
With each new shipment, he continued to tweak the equipment
settings, until we found a combination that worked for our
requirements… resulting in the cocoa butter quality and quantity
we needed for a creamy chocolate, and to make ganache ﬁlled
chocolates. ”
Finally, with all the important preliminary work complete, and Zak’s chocolate
evolution fully realized, the adventure oﬃcially began in 2012.

A Clear Focus On Quality, Ethical
Sourcing, and Relationships
With the doors open, Zak’s quickly put the spotlight on one of the extremely
important pieces to its chocolate puzzle: ethical sourcing. Maureen and Jim
personally met several of the farmers they buy cacao from, and strongly believe in
direct trade and fair pay. Farmers absolutely must receive fair wages –

“We buy our cacao beans through farmers that we’ve met
through other chocolate makers whom we trust, or through
cooperatives where we’ve developed personal relationships with

the managers of the cooperatives.
There is a lot of transparency in our small, craft chocolate world,
where we know what the farmers are being paid, and it is a much
higher wage than is paid through the world commodity market.
All our beans are ethically-sourced. We will not purchase beans if,
besides loving what we can create with them, we have not had an
opportunity, either directly or through other chocolate makers
whose standards we hold in high regard, to vet the source… and
[to be] comfortable with the source from a social, economic, and
environmental standpoint.
Organic certiﬁcation is not necessary if we are comfortable that
there are traditional, organic practices in place.”
Zak’s sources from a wide variety of origins, mostly from Central America, South
America, and the Caribbean (although they started with Madagascar, still a favorite
as we’ll note in a moment). They currently oﬀer bars crafted with beans from
Guatemala (they actually use several), Belize (Jim’s longtime favorite), Nicaragua,
Haiti, and Peru, inlcuding a new Peruvian origin bar premiering this summer
alongside a new Dominican origin bar.

In addition to meeting their standards for ethical sourcing, it’s also important that
the chocolate Jim and Maureen craft ﬁts in with the ﬂavor proﬁles they presently
oﬀer customers.
As Jim notes, “We will sometimes pass on great beans because, for us at that time,
they don’t oﬀer something unique.”
Like so many of the best chocolate makers today, for Zak’s, origin is key –

“We like having one origin bar that oﬀers something familiar (in
the sense of a traditional chocolate ﬂavor), but also has its own

unique ﬂavor proﬁle.
Right now, our Nicaragua bar ﬁts that slot. It has the deepest,
most chocolaty chocolate ﬂavor of any of our origin bars, but it
also has this amazing molasses-like sweetness, and ﬁnishes with
vanilla notes…
…the perfect pairing for a morning coﬀee…”

According to Jim, guests most frequently gravitate towards the Nicaragua bar as
well, particularly if they’re not yet familiar with ﬁne ﬂavor cacao. Always thinking
ahead, however, Maureen and Jim also keep an active list of other origins to ﬁll that
“familiar yet unique” slot, “because you just never know about ongoing availability,
pricing, etc.”

Guatemala Monte Grande
Outside of that core bar, however, the couple looks for beans that showcase
something diﬀerent… perhaps a bit of a surprise, like the roasted raspberry ﬂavor
proﬁle of Zak’s Guatemala Monte Grande.
Indeed, as one of the ﬁrst chocolate makers in the US to sample the Monte Grande
cacao in 2016, Maureen and Jim actually decided, although they absolutely loved
the unique, roasted raspberry ﬂavor proﬁle, to pass on purchasing the beans
because the sample batch required way too much sorting time, while also resulting
in too little cacao. Or as Jim elaborates, “In other words, we probably would’ve
needed to charge $30 for the bar to justify the time required…it just wasn’t worth
it.”

Zak’s award-winning Guatemala Lachua Bar
In a ﬁne example of how the small, direct trade world can work extremely
eﬀectively, Jim and Maureen’s feedback reached the farm manager in Guatemala –

“Several harvests later we put our faith in relationships we had
developed and bought the Monte Grande cacao because we had
been assured that signiﬁcant progress had been made in the
quality of the beans. We are thrilled that this bar is now on our
shelves and has been really popular.
Relationships and feedback led to this wonderful chocolate being

available to share. We even shared our very ﬁrst batch with the
Farm Manager, Roy Fraatz, who implemented the improved
procedures. Full circle – bean to bar and back to the farm – this is
what the craft chocolate world can oﬀer.”

Uncommon Cacao / Maya Mountain
Cacao
Zak’s also forged an early relationship with Maya Mountain Cacao in Belize
(Unocmmon Cacao’s ﬁrst project), starting with Maya Mountain’s Kickstarter
campaign, which launched about six months before Zak’s opened for business.
Jim and Maureen helped as early testers of new cocoa beans, providing feedback,
etc., and through the Kickstarter campaign, they funded the planting of two acres
out of a 120-acre agroforestry demonstration farm, which is now, literally, bearing
fruit. It’s used to train the next generation of cacao farmers as well.
As Jim notes, “We also were excited to see our Belize chocolate bars being enjoyed
by the farmers on a post to their Facebook page.”

Madagascar
Like we noted earlier, Zak’s creates all of their single origin bars with cocoa butter
pressed from the same batch of beans as the bars, preserving the single-origin
ﬂavor proﬁle. As any great chocolate maker will tell you, diﬀerent origin cacao
beans contain diﬀerent natural ﬂavors, and both Maureen and Jim feel they only
touched the surface of ﬂavors in chocolate before they started crafting their own.
They were originally drawn to Madagascar Chocolate from Valhrona… and now the
chocolate power couple makes their own Madagascar chocolate, Maureen’s
favorite all along.

“We’ve had the privilege to meet and get to know the owner of
the plantation in Madagascar and we’ve met a couple of times at
chocolate conferences and shows in Seattle and San Francisco as

well. For us, it was a little like meeting a rock star in our ﬁeld, and
the fact that he’d already tasted and enjoyed what we created
with his cacao was extra special.”

Top Notch Ingredients
Great chocolate of course begins with high quality cacao, but it ends with the best
secondary ingredients. In addition to ethically-sourced cacao, Zak’s uses only
organic cane sugar. No soy, corn syrup, or anything to extend shelf life ever ﬁnds
its into any of Zak’s Chocolate. All their dark chocolate bars are vegan, gluten free.
and dairy free, while Zak’s crafts their milk chocolate with the same ingredients as
the dark chocolate, save for the addition of organic whole milk.
Their single-origin dark chocolates contain only cocoa beans (mostly certiﬁed
organic), organic cane sugar, and a small amount of cocoa butter – which as we
noted, they press in-house from the same beans used in each origin bar.
Zak’s white chocolate contains only house-pressed cocoa butter, organic cane
sugar, and organic whole milk powder. Plus as Jim notes, they go the extra mile for
health’s sake as well –

“We also use separate equipment for our milk and white
chocolate from the point at which milk is added, so we avoid
cross-contamination as much as we can for people that have
dairy intolerance, are vegan, or are otherwise avoiding dairy.
We also oﬀer a rotating selection of vegan bonbons in ﬂavors like
raspberry, tropical blackberry, hazelnut, caramelized pineapple
and others. If you didn’t already know there was no dairy in these
creations, well, then you wouldn’t know it from the taste or
texture.”

Oh So “Zak’s”

Everything is done by hand, from sorting cocoa beans to wrapping our bars to hand
crafting our truﬄes.
Each chocolate will taste diﬀerent based on its origins and how we roast and
conche to bring out unique ﬂavor proﬁles. Like coﬀee and wine, each cocoa bean
comes from a unique terroir that impacts its ﬂavor.

“When you control the process from bean to bonbon (we’ll call it
that ’cause it’s catchy) you can be creative and play with ﬂavors
in unexpected ways.
We can pair dark chocolate bonbons with white wines because
it’s all about complementing ﬂavor proﬁles, not about having to
deal with a chocolate that’s too sweet or bitter to pair with wine.
The style of our bonbons should give people a bit of a journey.
When biting through the thin House-Blend dark chocolate shell,
we hope people experience the sensation of a great dark
chocolate that then gives way to the ﬂavor in the gananche,
often layered – for example a ginger lime, yuzu lemongrass,
tropical blackberry, cinnamon plum or earl grey lavender.
So there is a ride, where the ﬂavors open up as the chocolate
melts in your mouth, then it comes back to a ﬁnish of chocolate
at the end.”

Zak’s Chocolate Four-Piece Box
Zak’s also strives to oﬀer a visually interesting assortment… unique styles, colors
and design ﬁnishes with a wide range of ﬂavors, always freshly made in very small
batches and rotated frequently.
In addition to their award-winning single-origin dark chocolate bars and dark milk

chocolate bars, they also press their own cocoa butters for single-origin white
chocolate. Because they use very small-scale equipment, they create a unique
result…cocoa butter that contains just enough cocoa solids to yield what Zak’s calls
“Sonoran Desert White Chocolate.” It’s a white chocolate that looks tan in color (like
desert sand) and has a richer, deeper ﬂavor to complement the expected, creamy
smoothness of ﬁne white chocolate.
To top it all oﬀ, they use their own house-pressed cocoa powders for baking singleorigin brownie ﬂights, and Zak’s even oﬀers cold brew cacao. Everything starts with
house-roasted cacoa beans.

Keeping It Local
Of all the great chocolate makers and chocolatiers we’ve covered here at Chocolate
Connoisseur, Zak’s scores at the very top for its love for local. As Jim proudly
proclaims –

“Many of our oﬀerings reﬂect our continuous, unique use of local
ingredients. Arizona has a wide variety of locally-grown and

locally-produced ingredients.
Also, the Phoenix area is really a small business economy, so we
like to take advantage of what’s available, and to cross promote
our local partners.
Our local ingredients include organic and natural products from
socially and environmentally-conscious producers, which meshes
well with our own mission – a focus on social, economic, and
environmental concerns.”
Here’s a quick rundown of the key, Phoenix area infusions:
Chocolate Honey Bonbons, crafted with honey from a Scottsdale beekeeper (AZ
Queen Bee Honey)
Mocha Truﬄes, featuring locally-roasted specialty coﬀee by Peixoto Coﬀee (a
personal favorite) of Chandler, AZ
Nut Butter Cups, ﬁlled with locally made peanut & almond butters (PB
Americano)
Caramel Pecan Turtles, Bark and other nutty creations, crafted with locallyroasted and seasoned nuts (NutSack foods)

Zak’s also uses local, fresh dairy cream (Danzeisen Dairy) in their confections, and
locally-milled ﬂour (Hayden Flour Mills) in its brownies.
Finally, they source their prickly pear and prickly pear honey pieces (a
quintessential desert favorite) from an actual cactus farm in Green Valley, AZ (AZ
Cactus Ranch).
In addition, Jim and Maureen also created a locally-focused series of bonbons
featuring Arizona wines (no, that’s not a typo) and craft beers. Jim explains –

“We have created several pieces featuring AZ wines as a way to

introduce locals and visiting tourists to the up and coming AZ
wine industry. For example, we recently created an Arizona
Syrah-based ganache, in an edible chocolate cup, with a syrahmousse topping as a dessert for a charity dinner… using the same
wine being poured by the dinner’s featured AZ wine maker,
Pillsbury Wine Company.
We also did a Valentine’s Day ﬂight for Carlson Creek Vineyard’s
Tasting Room, using their Syrah paired with, of course, the same
Syrah…can’t go wrong if the wine is actually in the chocolate. Our
chocolates are also carried at Carlson Creek Tasting Rooms in
Scottsdale and Wilcox.”

Porter Malted Milk Chocolate
Last of all, there’s Zak’s Porter Malted Milk Chocolate. Crafted with already “brewed
and used” cacao nibs from a Milk Porter Beer, locally brewed at one of my personal
favorites in all of the Phoenix area, Arizona Wilderness Brewing Co., or AZ
Wilderness for short.
Sort of like recycling nibs (except way better than that sounds), Zak’s takes the
same cacao nibs roasted in-house speciﬁcally for the AZ Wilderness brew, and,
once the beer brewing ﬁnishes, takes the nibs back from the fermentation tank,
dries and stone grinds them, and then turns them into a porter-infused malted
milk chocolate.
Their already chocolaty single origin Nicaraguan cacao nibs then get the added
ﬂavor beneﬁt of soaking in the magical fermentation of an AZ Wilderness milk
porter. Of course, they’re also gently-wrapped in Zak’s award-winning House Blend
Chocolate, and to hear Jim tell it – “Oh… does it taste heavenly.”
By using the “beer soaked” nibs as starting point to grind into a new chocolate,
Maureen and Jim start with nibs containing an unusual depth of ﬂavor, from
exposure to the vanilla, malts & yeasts used during fermentation, all in addition to
the deep, dark chocolate ﬂavor inherent in the Nicaraguan cacao. Jim happily

elaborates –

“We used additional malt and made a dark milk chocolate with
the intention of paying homage to the ﬂavor proﬁle of the beer,
rather than infusing the beer itself into a ganache. And we used
Nicaraguan cacao in this case because it was the perfect match
for the ﬂavor proﬁle the brewer wanted in this Porter.
Our Nicaraguan cacao comes from Matagalpa, a coﬀee growing
region. This Nicaraguan cacao gives us the deepest, darkest
chocolate notes of any cacao we’ve worked with, along with
brown sugar/molasses and a hint of vanilla.”
I cannot begin to tell you how amazing that sounds for a coﬀee, beer, and
chocolate lover like yours truly… but I digress.
Maureen and Jim don’t stop with incoming partnerships, however. They also
partner with other local businesses to provide the chocolate side to the equation
for some outstanding, unique creations.

Zak’s Guatemala Chocolate Ice
Cream
First, there’s Zak’s Guatemala Chocolate Ice Cream, crafted locally by Super Chunk
Sweets & Treats in Old Town Scottsdale. As Jim readily capitulates –

“This is about leaving the ice cream making to experts. Super
Chunk is owned by a local couple, and their approach to ice
cream ﬁts our approach to chocolate-making perfectly.
Use as few ingredients as necessary and don’t overdo the sugar.
This is a light colored (looks almost like a coﬀee ice cream) but
rich, decadent, and not too sweet real chocolate ice cream.”

Zak’s Guatemala Chocolate Ice Cream scored as 2017’s Best Ice Cream in Phoenix
in the Phoenix New Times.

Zak’s Guatemala Chocolate Ice Cream

Iconic Cocktail Salted Cocoa Nib
Mixer
Next up, the Iconic Cocktail Salted Cocoa Nib Mixer. Resulting from months of
playing with diﬀerent roast proﬁles and diﬀerent origins of cacao, until Maureen
and Jim ﬁnally found the perfect ﬂavor proﬁle. With a special roast of Zak’s Haitian
cacao, Iconic Cocktail expertly extract all the nutty and fruity notes into am

incredibly versatile “Mixer.”
Jim recommends adding a splash to coﬀee with dairy or non-dairy creamers for an
amazing salted mocha, or using in cocktails ranging from Prosecco to Whisky to
Brandy.

“It’s even great in a French Toast Batter instead of, or in addition
to, vanilla. Or, in smoothies, because, why not add a touch of
cocoa?”

Cocoa Saisoa
Finally, there’s Cocoa Saisoa, the latest beer crafted in partnership with the
aforementioned Arizona Wilderness Brewing Co.
According to AZ Wilderness –

“Three outstanding AZ components make up this mouth-melting
Saison: Barley from the Verde Valley that is AZ grown at Hauser
and Hauser Farms and AZ malted by Sinagua Malt, Sonora White
Wheat from Grain R&D located in Queen Creek, AZ, and Belizean
roasted cacao nibs from Zak’s Chocolate in Scottsdale, AZ.”
In fact, as I’m sure you can guess by now, Zak’s partnership with AZ Wilderness runs
much deeper than one single beer. I sense an in-depth beer and chocolate article in
the making, but for now, let’s move forward to…

Zak’s Chocolate
First, let’s talk House Blend. Zak’s crafts its bonbons (shell and ganaches) using their
very own blend, created from several origin beans. It’s a 68% dark, creamy, but not
at all bitter, chocolate. Jim elaborates –

“The cool thing? You cannot get this chocolate anywhere else in
the world – it’s uniquely Zak’s. This is why we are also so proud of

our Academy of Chocolate 2018 Silver award for our Simply
Chocolate, because that is our House Blend inside and out.”

Zak’s signature pieces include a heart-shaped Earl Grey Lavender bonbon (pictured
above), in their House-Blend dark chocolate, made with an infusion of organic Earl
Grey tea and organic Lavender ﬂowers. Once again, Jim tells it best –

“Like many of our bonbons, this takes you on a journey with
several layers of ﬂavors. First, a bite through the thin House
Blend dark chocolate shell. Next the black tea component of the
Early Grey helps make this our darkest dark chocolate

experience, the touch of bergamot brightens the experience as
the piece melts, and then the lavender ﬁnish is soft but
noticeable. At the end, a little more chocolate.”
The Cacao Nib Caramel, for which Zak’s won a 2017 Good Food Award, also serves
as a signature piece. Crafted with house-caramel and infused with house-roasted
cacao nibs (also an inclusion in the caramel), they’re then coated in House-Blend
dark chocolate & topped with a caramelized cacao nib.

Note: If your mouth waters not at this point, I’m truly at a loss…
For actual chocolate bars, according to Jim, Zak’s clear best seller for new
customers is their Nicaragua. After the initial purchase, for repeat customers, it’s all
about individual preference, so no one bar stands out, and Zak’s regularly rotates
oﬀerings.
Zak’s also oﬀers a line of single-origin cocoa powders, which they use them in their
single-origin brownie ﬂights (as Jim notes, “a great way to introduce people to craft
chocolate – it’s a brownie…pretty much everyone loves a brownie even if they don’t
otherwise love dark chocolate”).

Recognition Well Deserved
Jim and Maureen diligently worked many, many years to ﬁnally make Zak’s
Chocolate come to fruition back in 2015.
Over the last few years, all that hard work ﬁnally translated to some serious
hardware. For starters (after winning multiple local awards from 2015 through
2017), Zak’s Chocolate became the ﬁrst Arizona-based Good Food Awards winner in
the Confections category in 2017. Outstanding!
Also in 2017, they were awarded a Silver medal at the World Finals of the
International Chocolate Awards, among several other awards at national and
international competitions, including 2017 Northwest Chocolate Festival Bronze for
their Madagascar 55% Dark Milk Chocolate.
Here in 2018, Zak’s won Silver for their “Simply” Chocolate truﬄe at the Academy of
Chocolate Awards in London, and also won Bronze for both their 70% Dark
Madagascar Bar (Maureen’s longtime favorite and the ﬁrst single-origin they tasted
back in 2007), and their newest single-origin bar, Guatemala Monte Grande.

More Than Chocolate…
In addition to everything else, Jim and Maureen also oﬀer multiple hands-on,

interactive methods for customers to engage with Zak’s Chocolate. From Chocolate
101 (a forty-ﬁve-plus minute overview of craft chocolate, which includes a virtual
tour of their small batch chocolate factory), to tastings and demonstrations, to the
full-on Chocolate Making Experience (where you can make your own chocolate
straight from cacoa beans), the happy chocolate couple loves to engage with
chocolate lovers of all levels.

As Jim fondly notes –

“What’s better than being, literally, up to your elbows in
chocolate? And, we get to greet happy people in our shop every
day.
When guests open the door to our shop, take one step inside,
stop and take in a huge breath, then just smile and smile…
there’s no better feeling… they are enjoying aromas of freshly
roasted and grinding cocoa beans!
We get to share that, and with it the story behind why our shop
smells so awesome everyday.
There is really a tiny little chocolate factory behind those
windows.
People see cocoa beans and a roaster and stone grinders. It’s
amazing! Introducing the story behind the beans… What is this?
Where did it come from?”
It’s all part of the wonderful chocolate process, and we so very much look forward
to whatever’s next from Zak’s…

Connect with Zak’s Chocolate at the following links:
Website: https://zakschocolate.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/zakschocolate/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ZaksChocolate
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/zakschocolate/
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